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Complete architectural education abroad takes at least 7 years.This profession requires licensing,
respectively, the minimum permissible degree for accreditation - Master.Architectural education in
Europe

The most accessible version for Ukrainians is to enroll in Politechnika Krakowska.Here you can
learn:

architecture;

landscape architecture;

Architecture and urban planning.

All levels of higher education are offered: undergraduate 4 years, magistracy 2 years (18 months
training, half a year Practice), graduate school of 2 years.There are program courses in Polish and
English.

The advantage of Krakow's polytechnics is a unique level of accreditation: from Royal Institute of
British Architects (RIBA)

and european union notification.

Entered here, in principle, it is easy.Ukrainian applicants can submit applications immediately after
school without preliminary training programs.Portfolio requirements include:

2 landscape;

1 still life;

2 drawings with buildings;

1 picture with urban landscape;

3 photos of historical or original structures;

3 Multimedia work.
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Education on the architect abroad in this university for the owners of the Pole map is free.For foreign
students

from 2500 euros.Training abroad: Architecture in Germany

The best architects produces Technical University of Munich (Technische Universität München), in
particular his faculty of architecture.Among his graduates: Bonatz, S. Brawnfelz, E. Briggz, L.
Velcenbacher, in Gropius, Gzzyger, M. Dultfer, T. Fisher, Helmut Yang and others.On the territory of
the university there is even a museum of architecture.Learning abroad in the walls of this university
will be a great chance to become a grand in this area of activity.

All levels of education are presented: from bachelor to Dr. Science.Teaching is mainly in German,
but starting from the magistracy, English-speaking specializations appear.

For the receipt of Ukrainian students in 90% of cases it will be necessary to end with Studienkolleg,
since the reception requirements are high, because the reputation of the university is impeccable.

The price of study does not exceed 130 euros / semester, since this is a State
University.Architecture: Where to enter Italy

Of course, in Politecnico di Milano University.In everything related to architecture, landscape design
and other professions related to engineering, urban planning

This higher education institution is the best in the country.Even international ratings do not forget
him to regularly issue "prize" places.

In addition, architectural education abroad immediately at 4 faculties at once:

Architettura E Pianificazione (DIAP);

Ingegneria Strutturale (DIS);

PROGETTAZIONE DELL'ARCHITETTURA;

Scienza E TECNOLOGIE DELL'AMBIENTE COSTRUITO (BEST).

Standard student duration for the Bologna system: 3 years undergraduate, 2 years Master.Bachelor
courses are read mainly in Italian, among master's programs there are English-speaking.

Technical University of Milan is demanding on the knowledge and talents of applicants.Therefore, it
often conducts entrance tests in mathematics, to determine the ability to abstract and spatial
thinking.The leading role is played by a high-quality portfolio, but also at the interview, the
competition you will need to show well.



Education fee ranges within 4000

6000 euros.Where to learn better on the architect in Britain

No matter how criticized RIBA, it remains the most authoritative supervision body and the definition
of criteria for licensing architects.It is quite difficult to cover the whole world for the Royal Institute of
British architects, but for universities of Great Britain he carries out frequent control.Therefore, a
British diploma remains the most popular and prestigious.

It is worth noting that in Britain its own system of architectural education:

undergraduate 3 years with the issuance of B.arch, sciences, arts;

practice year;

Master with awarding PG-Diparch, M.Arch;

2 years of controlled practice, then passing exams, submission for registration in Architects
Registration Board, obtaining a license and title "Architect".

Where to go to learn to architect in England?If you look from the point of view of the highest quality,
then in University College London.In 2020-2021, according to QS WORLD UNIVERSITY
RANKINGS rating, he took 1 place in the world in the field of architecture.But it will be very difficult
to do, as the requirements for the level of delivery A-Level correspond to the criteria of the Oxford
and Cambridge University.The cost of learning will be not lower than 30250 GBP / year.True, here is
good scholarships.The best architectural universities abroad

English

The choice of British universities with the faculties of architecture is not limited to "Liga of Ivy", there
are more affordable, tolerant universities and schools:

University of London is most accessible to Ukrainians on the introductory requirements and price.It
is from 15600 GBP / year.This is a huge public institution, with good reputation and branches
worldwide;

Manchester School of Architecture at Manchester University is quite prestigious, held many years in
the world and European Top 10. The names are associated with it: Norman Foster (owner of
Pritzker and Stirling Prize), Stephen Hodder (Stirling Prize), Dalibor Vesely (Riba Prize), Michael
Starling(head of Architects Registration Board) and other, no less famous masters;

Architectural School Makintasch at College of Arts of the University of Glasgow.Works from the
mid-19th century.It was her finished: Charles Renny Makintosh, Andy Macmillan, Alan Dunlop,



James Gowen, Icy Metstein, etc.

You can still choose about 50 solid educational institutions of Britain offering young talents to
become architects.Architectural education in the USA

At the undergraduate level, you can get a preferential degree of Baarch or BSARCH on the
program, which should be accredited by the National Access Council for Accreditation (NAAB).This
is followed by a magistracy with the assignment of M.CH.After that, you can already pass the ARE
exam on the qualification "Architect".Therefore, the indivisible magistracy is quite widely developed,
since the bachelor does not have the opportunity to work by profession.

When choosing a university, it must be borne in mind that not all institutions offer
undergraduate.The same advertised Massachusetts Technological Institute or Harvard is starting
training from master's programs.Therefore, it is better to stay at a specialized architecture school:

SCI-ARC in Los Angeles (California) offers all types of training in the field of architecture, including
landscape, inner and urban planning;

BAC in Boston exists from the 19th century, so he released a whole pleiad of famous architects;

Gerald D. Hines College of Architecture in Houston, Texas, exercises a bachelor's and master's
training.

Universities can also offer a number of programs, but here you have to be attentive so that they
have a full course of study and accreditation from Naab.

In essence, architectural education is in any country of the Earth.We talked only about those who
occupy the top lines of ratings, historically considered the best place to study.You can go to study
on the architect in Australia (University of Melbourne, University of Sydney, University of
Queensland), where the mass of unusual and creative structures;Canada (University of Toronto,
University of Manitoba, University of British Columbia), famous for the whole original, and is also
active "Building" Arctic.If necessary, we will pick you up a university with a flawless reputation on
any continent of the planet.

All detailed information recognize our specialists.You can call us or come to the office.


